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Minteshreen is a progressive social liberal 
party that seeks to build a modern, 
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Minteshreen for a Secular State

To begin the process of abolishing political sectarianism, efforts must be carried out 

according to a specific plan that is to be implemented within a specified transitional 

period. The aim of such a plan is to establish and strengthen the various components of 

the civil state, which protects the rights of all segments of the Lebanese population and 

its various components without discrimination or preference, as a starting point in the 

process of establishing secularism within the state.

The first step is to approve an optional civil personal status law that enables the 

introduction of civil courts as an option in settling disputes, instead of restricting citizens 

to spiritual and denominational courts. It also requires the amendment of Article 95 of the 

Constitution, and implementing what that entails in terms of reshaping the mechanisms of 

appointment of first category administrative positions, in accordance with the principles 

of competence and experience, and away from all forms of position allocation according 

to the sectarian quota system currently adopted. In addition to the above, it is necessary 

to hold parliamentary elections on the basis of an electoral law that adopts the 

proportional system, excludes the sectarian restrictions and adopts the governorate as an 

electoral district, provided that these elections coincide with the establishment of the 

Senate as stipulated in the Taif agreement, and granting it limited powers within a 

specified transitional period.

.
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Adoption of a new parliamentary electoral law that adopts the 

proportional voting system, outside of any sectarian constraint 

& without an electoral threshold, provided that it includes the

following reforms:

Abolishing the Ministry of Information, and cancelling the General 
Security preventive censorship over cinematic and artistic works, as 
well as reviewing the mission and prerogatives of the National Media 
Council in a manner to include Electronic Media

Activating the National Commission for Human Rights in Lebanon, 
after modifying its underlying legislation to ensure greater 
independence for its members

Working on a new and modern Media Law with the participation 
of Human Rights and Media Associations, that includes the following 
principles:

Adopting the governorate as an electoral district

Setting voting age at 18 years

Allowing voting in the place of residence by accrediting Mega Centers

Granting the military the right to vote

Ensuring effective representation of expatriates in Lebanese 
political life by facilitating the expatriate voting process

Imposing a female quota so that at least half of the representatives 
are women

Tightening control over electoral spending and withdrawing the 
candidacy of those who exceed the permissible spending limit

Reducing the candidacy fee to 2,000,000 Lebanese pounds and 
refunding the fee in case of withdrawal

Ensuring equality between candidates in terms of media appearances

Imposing mandatory debates between candidates

Respecting the absolute essence of Freedom

Ensuring freedom of publication without prior censorship

Adopting a transparent and flexible mechanism for granting licenses 
to establish media organizations

Exempting electronic sites from any fees

Abolishing the criminalization of publicly addressing the presidency 
or persons who do not hold an official position

Abolishing the criminalization of publishing classified material in the 
event that its disclosure is in the public interest

Ensuring that the new legislation is free of any vague and interpretable 
terms that may be used to suppress Freedom of Expression

Abolishing penal sanctions, especially prison sentences

Rewarding those who defend the public interest

Transitioning to a Secular State Civil Rights and Freedoms
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Appointing a committee of specialists in the field of technology, governance 
and informatics to draft a legislation devoted to the digital rights of 
individuals

Abolishing the death penalty

Subjecting the Republican Guard, the Governmental Guard, and Parliament 
Police to the accountability of the judiciary

Expanding the prerogatives of the Defense and Interior Committees in 
Parliament to strengthen the mechanism for monitoring the performance 
of military and security agencies

Amending the penal code to reinforce the penalties imposed on members 
and officers of the security and military agencies that limit and/or suppress 
civilians' exercise of their Public Freedoms

Prevent legal prosecution for exercising the right to protest

Forming a mixed parliamentary and judicial investigation committee to 
document the assaults and violations committed by security agencies, 
military forces and civilians that affected demonstrators and activists, with 
the aim of pursuing them criminally and imposing the most severe penalties 
against them

Amending the Penal and Criminal Procedures Codes in terms of:

Replacing prison sentences for some crimes with other measures such as 
conditional freedom, social services, or other similar measures

Requiring public prosecutors to conduct investigations

Limiting preventative detention to major crimes exclusively

Amending the law criminalizing sexual harassment, particularly in terms of 
penalizing moral harassment and protecting employees in the work 
environment

Repealing legal articles that criminalize homosexuality

Preventing all security services from summoning citizens without a court order

Reforming the state of prisons through:

Rehabilitating existing prisons
Establishing new prisons
Improving the conditions of prisoners by activating social, vocational and 
educational rehabilitation programs

Forming a majority woman led parliamentary committee to eliminate 
discrimination against women in all legislations, especially in penal, labor, 
personal status and nationality laws

Granting refugees their social and economic rights and safeguarding their 
right to a decent life, with an emphasis on the right of return for Palestinian 
refugees and the safe and voluntary return of Syrian refugees

Abolishing prison sentences for defamation cases

Abolishing the Kafala sponsorship system and granting domestic workers
all rights stipulated in the Labor Law



7Minteshreen for the Rule of 
Law and Institutions

The right to live with dignity and security, through equal access to public services such as
education, health, job opportunities, senior citizens security and other basic public services

The right to stable legal conditions, away from retroactive laws, decisions, and administrative
policies

The right to litigation in order to protect rights and interests

The right to appeal administrative decisions in accordance with the law

The right to be treated with respect, objectivity, and impartiality, without any discretionary
measures

The right to expect the state to maintain the confidentiality of the information citizens 
provide

The right to participate, either directly or through representatives, in the discussion about
taxation and the conditions for imposing it, as well as in discussions about public spending 
and national projects; also, the right to monitor how taxes are used so as to ensure good 
practices, in accordance with the principles of the Constitution and the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights

The right to free access to information and administrative documents, provided access is

simplified and transactions, procedures and administrative processes are facilitated

The right to access services on an equal basis, without any discrimination or favoritism based 
on affiliation, belief, or economic and social status, as stipulated in the Constitution

Citizenship

Adopting a series of legislations to protect citizen rights, including the following:



Adopting the Independence of the Judiciary Law as presented by 
civil society bodies and associations, in a manner that frees the judiciary 
from the influence of the executive authority, and ensures judges are 
elected by their colleagues rather than appointed by the government

Adopting a Law to lift Banking Secrecy

Abolishing the Supreme Council for the prosecution of presidents and 
ministers, and granting the authority such authority to the judiciary body

Adopting a Law that lifts the immunities accorded to ministers and public 
servants

Amending the Illicit Enrichment Law to cancel the secrecy of the financial 
disclosure permits

Adopting a modern Law that sponsors public procurement, whereby 
the Tender Department is exclusively responsible for soliciting bids 
and making all determinations related to tenders

Ensuring that all supervisory bodies, especially the Audit Bureau and 
Central Inspection, are completely independent from political interference, 
as well as enforcing a series of measures to enhance transparency and 
stimulate accountability

Appointing an Ombudsman and granting her/him broad powers 
to carry out her/his duties in defending the rights of all citizens, 
facilitating their dealings with the administration, and ensuring their 
right to access public services

Adopting the implementation decrees the Whistle Blower Act to 
ensure their protection from any prosecution or reprisals

Adopting the implementation decrees of the Right to Information 
Law to ensure absolute transparency

Adopting a Law requiring the legislative, executive, judicial, and 
public administration authorities to automate all their activities

Establishing a new department affiliated with the Personnel 
Administration in the Civil Service Council with a mission to 
organize and manage Human Resources in public administrations 
in order to increase productivity and rationalize employment spending

Amending the Penal Code to criminalize voter bribery

Transparency and Accountability

8
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Adopting the Administrative Decentralization Law presented based on Resolution 
No. 166/in a manner that guarantees granting local authorities broad executive, 
administrative and financial powers in addition to adopt incentivized fiscal policies 
to ensure regional balance

Amending the internal regulations of the Parliament in terms of:

Considering the abstention of any deputy for more than 20percent of the
annual parliamentary sessions as an automatic resignation from parliament

Imposing a legislative quota on the deputies regarding the draft laws presented 
before the General Assembly, whereby each deputy is required to submit two 
bills annually

Imposing public electronic voting in all parliamentary sessions

Oblige the General Secretariat of Parliament to distribute the agenda ten 
days in advance in the case of ordinary sessions and before forty-eight hours 
in the case of special sessions

Broadcasting all sessions of the General Assembly and subcommittees public 
on an electronic platform specially created for this purpose

Annulling lifetime compensations and allowances for MPs in 
addition to all taxation incentives

Amending Article 32 of the Lebanese Constitution as to amend the 
parliamentary sessions dates, provided that «the Parliament  convenes 
every year for two ordinary sessions. The first begins on the Tuesday following 
the fifteenth of March and continues its sessions until the end of June, and the 
second session begins the Tuesday following the fifteenth of September; its 
sessions are concerned with discussing and approving the budget before any 
other matter, and the session term shall last until the end of the year» . This allows 
the extension of the timeframe provided to deputies to discuss and deliberate 
on draft laws, especially the budget law, and also obliges the government to 
respect and shorten the deadlines

Constitutional institutions



Moving from budgeting based on balances to budgeting based on programs, skills 
required and performance, by adopting a new organizational division that specifies 
the tasks that fall under each program. This course of action is necessary in order to 
establish and nurture the principle of credibility and good performance - which is 
reliant on results and evaluations and to apply it on both the preparation and the 
implementation of budgeting processes. Thus, the vote on the budget by parliament 
is given a real political meaning, that is, it allows for actual monitoring of the government's 
actions, which is grounded in the verification of the achievement of the result, instead of 
voting on the means granted to it, ie adopting the concept of "budgeting for results"

Finding a balance between the monitoring authority granted to Parliament and the 
freedom that must be granted to the government in its management of public affairs. 
Judicial oversight entities must mediate between them, ensuring that they are allowed 
a margin of independence for tracking and auditing

Introducing a functional classification of public expenditures aimed at improving 
transparency and analyzing budget objectives more clearly

Adopting and managing a realistic and effective liquidity policy through the Liquidity
Management Unit at the Ministry of Finance as an essential part of public spending
management, with the aim of not exceeding what is approved in the budget in terms 
of liquidity, and avoiding unexpected borrowing or sudden tax measures during the 
fiscal year, which would disrupt financial policies

Adopting modern technologies in the process of preparing the budget, 
as they insure a low margin of human error

Establishing a specialized unit to study and analyze economic impact as 
well as data, indicators and statistics, in order to conduct a sound economic 
simulation and provide the executive and legislative authorities with adequate 
and accurate information to help them make and adopt decisions, and assume 
responsibilities

Tracking the implementation of the budget through periodic reports that 
the executive authority is committed to submitting, as well as monthly 
meetings for clarification purposes

Securing an administrative unit affiliated with the legislative authority - or 
cooperating with it - to evaluate the budget and ensure its compatibility and 
consistency with the constitutional provisions

Adopting a formal mechanism that allows citizens and civil society organizations 
to be included in the public debate prior to the approval of the budget; it must 
also protect the right of professional organizations and the major representative 
bodies to attend the Finance and Budget Committee meetings

Developing laws in order to give the Audit Bureau a role and involve it in the 
process of preparing the general budget; that is, consulting it in the process 
of justifying or approving requests received from departments, as well as 
ensuring electronic interconnection between the Audit Bureau and the rest of 
the departments and ministries, in order to activate cooperation and monitoring

Public Finance 10



Establishing a fixed annual date for the distribution of municipalities' dues 
from the Independent Municipal Fund and mobile telecommunication revenues

Abolishing the Council for Development and Reconstruction and the 
Southern Council and reinstituting the Ministry of Public Design that had been 
abolished by Legislative Decree No. 5 dated 01/31/1977

Abolishing the High Relief Commission and replacing it with the National 
Emergency Crisis and Disaster Management Authority

Annulling the Ministry and Fund of the Displaced after instituting a comprehensive 
plan with a specific timeframe to settle their condition

Appointing a committee of technology, governance and informatics specialists 
to draft the egovernment bill

Assigning the Civil Service Council to conduct a comprehensive study to identify 
fallacious and unproductive jobs in the public administration in order to achieve 
a comprehensive reform of employment in the public sector while addressing 
employment irregularities and transferring surpluses from ministries and 
departmentsto fill vacancies and improve performance

Restricting employment in the public administration to the Civil Service Council 
appointments and terminating contractual employment

Allocating additional resources to the Central Statistics Directorate and activating 
its role to provide accurate and scientific data and statistics, in order to guide and 
assist the executive and legislative authorities in drafting and implementing Laws 
and Legislation and making them available to the public in accordance with the 
Right to Information Law

Amending the Military Judiciary Law to limit the powers of the Military Court to
disputes between military personnel exclusively

Publishing an organizational chart on the website of each ministry, public 
administration, or independent public service, that highlights the prerogatives 
of organizations, interests and departments within their jurisdiction

Public Administration

Initiating the disarmament of Palestinian armed factions inside and outside
the camps after setting up a plan that guarantees camp security and transfers 
the security responsibilities to themilitary and security agencies

Taking all measures to control unchecked personal weapon use, through:

Tightening the conditions for purchasing and carrying weapons and limiting 
them to restricted categories

Establishing programs that incentivize the voluntary surrender of personal weapons

Tightening penalties to sanction the phenomenon of random shootings on special occasions

Security 11
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12Minteshreen towards 
Social Justice

Establishing a fund to support individuals and families during the period of 
forced unemployment on the condition of constant pursuit of work

Adopting legislation to ensure security for senior citizens in the public and 
private sector

Adopting legislation to support vulnerable families with at-home dependents 
with special needs, and the implementation of Law 220/2000 so that the 
infrastructure is rehabilitated to preserve the dignity of these citizens, in addition 
to securing job opportunities for them in both the public and private sectors

Protecting children from the dangers of forced labor, human trafficking and 
homelessness by supporting shelters and strictly enforcing compulsory 
education until the age of 18

Adopting a law to protect small depositors

Raising the minimum wage and ensuring it is flexible and adapts to indicators 
of inflation

Adopting a series of legislations to form a social safety net to protect the most 
vulnerable categories in society

Adopting a national and transparent program for subsidies as a part of the 
comprehensive government plan for dealing with the ongoing economic crisis 
and ensuring that the policies of subsidization are fairer towards the most 
vulnerable categories in society

Social Protection

Adopting a housing policy that grants the right of housing 
for all citizens and that considers alongside ownership the 
possibility of rent

Protecting long-term tenant s right to housing, as well as landlord s  
right to a fair rent allowance, through the implementation of the new 
rent law and the creation of the funds defined in said law

Introducing additional incentives for subsidized housing loans 
for young men and women

Incentivizing the creation of small residential units for rent or 
financial lease and prioritizing the adaptation of spaces to 
economic and social goals

Tightening supervision over commercial banks and limiting 
subsidized housing loans to low or middle-income earners

Supporting the creation of Real Estate Cooperatives

Housing

‘ ‘
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Adopting universal health coverage (physical and mental) that guarantees 
equality among citizens in hospitalization and access to medicine, as well 
as merging all healthcare funds within a unified and comprehensive framework 
to better rationalize health spending

Rehabilitating and equipping governmental hospitals medically and administratively, 
and granting them financial and administrative independence -especially with 
regard to employing medical staff- to eliminate the influence of sectarian quotas 
and political favoritism.

Activating the production of national medicine in a way that limits the manipulation 
of drug prices, meets the needs of the local market and allows competitive export in 
global markets

Supporting, developing and organizing primary health care by enhancing the capacity 
and proficiency of dispensaries within the healthcare system

Launching awareness and disease prevention campaigns, as well as integrating mental 
health care into primary health care centers

Tightening control over public and private medical institutions through:

Organizing laboratory, biological and radiological examinations, procedures 
and surgical operations in a manner that limits the discretion of their prescription

Reducing manipulation of health bills, especially in hospitals

Establishing objective and clear standards that promote effective health services

Monitoring the performance of medical staff, including doctors and nurses as well 
as pharmacists, in cooperation with the relevant unions

Tightening control over institutions that provide services or products that directly or indirectly
affect public health, such as but not limited to restaurants, slaughterhouses, factories, stores

Establishing a health sector regulatory body whose main task is to work on implementing
reforms in the health sector, by facilitating cooperation between the public and private 
sectors and promoting good governance

Physical and Mental Health

Enhancing mental health care through a series of measures, especially:

Adopting the draft law contained in Decree No. 9031 related to the care, 
treatment and protection of persons with mental or psychological illnesses

Reviewing budget allocations from the Ministry of Public Health with regard
to mental health spending

Establishing an inter-sector cooperation mechanism that includes all ministries 
and relevant actors, to mainstream mental health policies into other sectors

Integrating mental health care into primary health care centers and social 
development centers that are part of the Ministry of Public Health network

Contracting with public hospitals to secure beds in psychiatric wards

Ensuring the sustainable availability of psychiatric medications, specifically 
those agreed upon in the national list, for citizens with mental disorders who 
lack health coverage

Developing and implementing promotional and preventive strategies related 
to mental health and substance use
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Establishing campuses for the Lebanese University in all
governorates that include student housing at nominal prices

Adopting a national student card dedicated to students of Schools, 
Universities, Technical and Vocational Institutes, which grants them 
privileges and discounts in transportation, restaurants, shops, libraries, 
insurance companies and other institutions and companies

Removing any and all political influence from the Lebanese 
University to foster and safeguard its independence

Developing the internal regulations of both the Lebanese University 
and private universities, especially with regard to protecting individual 
freedoms, protection from gender discrimination in educational programs,  
and protection from harassment on university campuses

Ensuring the availability of student housing at low prices throughout all 
Lebanese regions

Setting strict licensing standards for new universities and colleges, that 
take into account the needs of the labor market and comply with 
international academic standards

Cancelling the licenses of all universities, colleges and institutes 
that do not meet the new conditions and standards of licensing and 
eliminating all taxation incentives that such Institutions benefit from

Laying the foundations for updated civic education curricula aimed 
mainly at developing civic engagement and Citizenship as well as 
eliminating sectarianism, and which include mandatory civil service 
hours at both the intermediate and secondary schooling levels

Taking proactive measures to combat bullying in schools and universities

Restructuring the public school sector to raise the quality of education 
and eliminate random hiring as well as contracting and inefficient spending

Raising the age of compulsory education to 18 years

Education

Developing educational curricula to stay up to date with 
scientific and technological developments, and to stimulate 
critical thinking among students

Adding the following mandatory materials 
to the educational curriculum:

Mental Health,Sexual Education, Coding and Programming
Environmental Education, Fiscal Citizenship Foundations 
of Social Justice

Amending the Higher Education Law for technical and 
vocational learning with the aim of improving the quality 
of education and training, as well as working to actively 
change the prevailing societal perception of the professional 
and technical sectors

Review mental health curricula for health and social care 
specializations and for postgraduate medical studies 
programs, as well as directing them towards a multidisciplinary
approach in line with the biopsychosocial model and recovery
model, and in cooperation with academic institutions

Raising and unifying employment standards for members of 
the educational body both in the public and private sectors,
to ensure a high quality of education in all educational institutions

Adopting implementation decrees in law aimed at adopting the 
necessary reforms in theeducational sector to protect persons with
special needs

Granting educational inspection authorities broad powers to take 
behavioral and punitive measures against members of the educational 
body who violate laws and regulations as well asamending the penalties 
to make them more stringen

Establishing educational exchange programs in 
secondary and higher education institutions
between resident students and expatriate students, 
with the aim of strengthening the Lebanese
identity and developing students' experiences

Issuing a unified book for the modern history of 
Lebanon, extending from independence all the way
to the October 17 Revolution
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15Minteshreen for Developed 
& Modern Infrastructure

Creating a Ministry of Communications, Transportation and 
Public Transport, whose mission is to organize and develop the 
telecommunication sector as well as the land, sea and air transport 
sectors, in an integrated and cohesive manner; And developing a clear, 
transparent and comprehensive plan for Infrastructure: Transportation 
projects (railway and public transportation), communications, 
electricity, irrigation, etc.

Supporting infrastructure projects, implemented within the framework 
of partnership between the public and private sectors, which ensures 
that the public sector benefits from the resources and expertise of the 
private sector

Appointing a telecommunications sector regulating committee, based on 
competency standards exclusively

The application of the Telecommunications Law No. 431/2002, especially 
with regard to:

Appointing the telecommunications sector regulatory body and exercising its 
powers in accordance with the rules to establish its independence from the 
competent minister and establishing Liban Telecom

Separating ownership of the telecommunications network from service providers, 
so that the network is in the public domain and the right to operate it remains open
to both the public and private sectors, with the aim of preserving state revenues 
from the sector and promoting competition

Completing the project of connecting the fiber optics network to homes, institutions 
and companies across all Lebanese regions within a specified time frame

Rehabilitating communications stations and equipping them with the necessary 
equipment and programs

Taking all measures to ensure the security of the communications network, and to 
protect all its information and data

Restructuring the Ogero committee, in order to put an end to corruption and 
clientelism especially in random recruitment, so as to raise its productivity

Adopting seconds instead of minutes as a basic unit for call pricing and monitoring 
the validity of the lines annually

Telecommunications
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Enforcing road safety and regulations/laws including protection of rights of pedestrians, 
disabled individuals, cyclists and ensuring cars cannot park on sidewalks, prioritizing people

Revisiting traffic laws to protect and prioritize vulnerable road users, including the 
implementation of safe lighting of streets at night and in tunnels

Adopting transport planning at the ministerial and municipal level

Restoring the public bus network though:

Organizing the bus networks and creating digital applications to facilitate their use

Mapping the existing routes

Setting schedules and apps to facilitate access

Improving and regularly maintaining bus stops

Implementing a national ticketing system

Implementing a training program for drivers and provide trainings to current drivers
Protecting and including the informal system

Taking over the informal routes - maybe apply a form of authentication or special license 
for buses to operate

Delineating bus lanes where possible either through road paint or segregated lanes
Increasing the number of safe bus stops

Including the rail and train networks in any integrated strategy for mobility through:

Establishing a new railway network to facilitate transportation between Lebanese regions

Bring backing the tram to Beirut and large cities like Tripoli or Saida

Maintaining and protecting the train tracks on the coastal train road

Restoring parts of the rail network

Creating lanes on national and secondary roads (those that allow it) especially for public cars

Developing an urban planning blueprint to secure adequate parking spaces in crowded streets and 
neighborhoods and reviewing the park meter contracts with local authorities to ensure transparency

Specifying the prerogatives of the traffic and vehicles management body and preventing it from 
conducting any auctioning or bidding outside the legal framework

Reviewing all contracts signed by the traffic and vehicles management body, especially those related 
to the mechanical inspection department

Transport: Ensuring Safety and Wellbeing of Citizens

16



Creating appropriate financial incentives for the purchase of hybrid and fuel-efficient cars

Reducing and discourage car-use though:
Applying financial limits to de-incentivize the use of cars
Special zoning taxes to reduce use of cars within dense cities
Reduce or control the use of valet parking which creates fake illusions of space

Ensuring that the World Bank loan worth 295$M for the Greater Beirut Transport Project is not 
repurposed ahead of elections

Encouraging national production of bicycles as well as the second hand market and grow the 
bicycle market and reduce or remove taxes on bicycle imports

Launching awareness campaigns that encourage “Bike to Work” and Car Free Days or Streets

Adopting an education curriculum in schools and for public sector employees on active travel

Improving public spaces and infrastructure that enable active travel, and enhance road safety 
and accessibility though:

Improving crosswalks, sidewalks and street infrastructure and developing a cycling network

Creating spaces suitable for persons with special needs and physical disabilities

Installing bicycle parking spaces

Creating low-speed/emission zones or even pedestrian areas to boost economic productivity 
of certain areas and promote safer spaces for residents

Limiting the creation of parkings in favor of green spaces

Rehabilitating the Qlayaat airport to enable it to operate civilian flights

Rehabilitating the seaports as part of a comprehensive national plan

Sustainable Mobility 17



Minteshreen Towards a Productive 
& Innovative Economy

Changing the structure of the economy to transform it from a rentier economy to a productive
economy, by adopting progressive economic, financial and tax policies and notably:

Dismantling monopolies in various sectors to stimulate competitiveness in the market by
adopting a law that regulates competition, notes the regulatory body concerned with 
organizing a competitive economy, and gives it administrative and procedural independence

Working to develop the economic environment by securing job opportunities that meet the
aspirations of young people, especially in the fields of digital and knowledge economies

Developing a plan for the advancement of the agricultural sector that takes into account the
requirements of the sector and the needs of the local and external markets, in order to encourage
import alternatives

Adopting a new law to legalize the cultivation and use of cannabis, especially in the Bekaa, 
with the goal of exporting it for use in medical and non-medical fields in a way that strengthens 
local economies

Implementing public private partnership to launch investment programs in infrastructure,
especially in the digital and technological fields

Establishing an integrated plan with a set timetable for transferring ownership of the Middle East
Airlines, the Casino du Liban, and the Regie Libanaise des Tabacs et Tombacs (local cigarette
importers) from the public sector to the private sector, due to conflicts of interest and to reduce
the burdens of these institutions on the public treasury

Adopting a plan to promote Lebanese products in regional and international markets

Working on Lebanon joining the World Trade Organization

Reinventing the Economic Model

18
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Conducting a comprehensive survey of the socio-economic situation 
(knowledge of actual unemployment rates, educational status, tax 
collection and evasion rates etc.) and in this regard contribute to the 
establishment of research units, study centers, scientific and academic
laboratories in universities and other representative bodies that are in the 
service of the government to provide it with scientific studies and 
answers to problems facing Lebanon, with the aim of securing a suitable 
platform for economic and social decision-making

Assessing losses and unifying figures through an accurate inventory, in 
order to estimate the amount of funds that are still available to the state 
and the banking system

Mitigating the effects of the economic crisis by activating a social safety 
net to protect the neediest groups

Protecting small depositors from any haircut process

Ensuring fair distribution of losses, with a focus on all groups who have 
benefited from the high interest rates and fraudulent financial 
engineering, and assigning the bulk of the losses to them in proportion 
to their illegitimate gains

Restructuring the public debt within a plan aimed at reducing its size 
and tightening control over borrowing and spending

Restructuring the banking sector as an entry point to restore the 
confidence of depositors, by issuing licenses for new banks according 
to high standards, and offering insolvent banks the choice between 
refinancing and merging; In addition rendering banking licenses linked 
to specific conditions in terms of diversifying of banks' investments and 
conduct of business

Restructuring the Banque du Liban to ensure the reactivation of its 
supervisory role over banks and financial institutions, to guarantee good 
management of financial and monetary policies, as well as establishing 
absolute transparency, especially with regard to information, accounts, 
data and financial statements

Completing negotiations with the International Monetary Fund and other 
donors to secure the necessary liquidity needed to reactivate the 
economy

Conducting a criminal financial audit that covers the Banque du Liban as 
well as all state finances from ministries and public administrations, to 
interests, independent funds and others; This is in order to uncover cases 
of corruption and squandering, the bypassing of laws, and to take 
appropriate measures regarding them, in addition to seeking to recover 
illegally acquired funds

Approving a properly crafted general budget that commits to severing 
accounts and honoring constitutional deadlines (see Public Finance)

In view of the sharp price manipulation noted during the economic crisis, 
and until economic recovery is achieved, setting a fixed profit margin for 
basic commodities, as well as expanding the basket of basic 
commodities subject to those margins, and tightening penalties for 
crimes of manipulating the price of basic commodities

Expanding the prerogatives of the Consumer Protection Department to 
secure broader protection from infractions

Economic Plan

Approving an economic rescue plan, which includes the following:
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Launching a comprehensive legislative workshop with the
aim to enhance competitiveness and facilitate business by 
passing new laws for trade, bankruptcy and companies

Adoption of a modern Investment Law that is placed under the 
supervision of the Ombudsman in order to eliminate any obstacles 
to foreign investments

Stimulating industries through a series of measures, especially 
the establishment of industrial free zones and the activation of tax 
exemptions in addition to opening new markets, especially in countries 
of expatriation, and increasing exports by adopting a incentivized
industrial policy

Granting financial and tax support that stimulates investment in promising 
and beneficial sectors, particularly through tax incentives for financiers 
(exemptions on placements and loans granted to promising sectors) 
and for investors (income tax on companies and NSSF contributions)

Ensuring legislative stability, judicial security, and speedy issuance of 
impartial and fair judgments

Activating constructive cooperation between the tax administration and 
investors, especially foreigners, as well as introducing into the Lebanese 
legislative system the principle of contractual taxation assignment that 
predetermines the origins of assignment for special cases that are presented 
prior to implementation

Business Environment

Adopting the Facilitating Payment Mechanism to allow increasing the 
cost of administrative transactions in exchange for expediting the process 
while allocating the consideration in a fair, legal and transparent manner, 
which puts an end to bribes and gratuities payments

Activating the role of women in the workplace by granting financial 
incentives to institutions and companies that adopt a women's quota

Creating an investment fund dedicated to supporting entrepreneurship 
for women

Establishing an independent economic body composed of specialists, whose 
mission is to support, guide and secure young people's entreupeuneur projects

Facilitating the establishment of companies and eliminating obstacles to 
stimulating business

Establishing technological and industrial free zones in the peripheries to 
support entrepreneurship

Amending company laws to include social companies

Criminalizing discrimination in employment and wages.

Amending the law to allow state employees to form trade unions, and 
abolishing all legal obstacles facing the right of workers in the private 
sector to union work

Applying the labor law in the agricultural sector

Extending maternity leave and approving paternal leave
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Linking any measure, tax imposition and/or fee or credit monitoring 
to an economic impact study, an economic feasibility study, or
recent documented statistics

Amending and developing the current system of tax exemptions 
and incentives and making it fairer and more effective. With this 
in mind, unfair exemptions must be canceled and replaced with 
incentives for promising and vibrant projects that favor growth, 
employment and/or innovation

Adopting a tax policy that stimulates production and increases the 
tax burden on sectors that do not contribute to securing an added
value to the economy or productivity, for example: real estate and 
financial speculations, disinvested lands, vacant real estate (to support 
a housing and rental policy), as well as those that invest in facilities, 
public properties or natural wealth, or hold monopolies or preferential 
positions. This should be accompanied by a concomitant increase in 
the tax rate for activities harmful to the environment and health 
(crushers, tobacco, quarries, occupying seafronts, etc.)

Transitioning from the scheduled tax system - which allows many 
people to avoid declaring hidden and unnoticed revenues in the 
system - to a unified income tax system based on tier and progressive 
rates; And that is through a series of procedures that are proposed and
approved according to special laws

Imposing a tax on wealth calculated on the basis of a progressive 
percentage of the total frozen or available assets, properties and 
funds of resident taxpayers located either in Lebanon and/or abroad

Fair Taxes

Developing the tax system to make it fairer and more 
effective through a series of procedures, including:
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Implementing e-government rules to speed up and  simplify tax 
transactions, avoid bribery and corruption, and create a central public 
registry for all tangible and intangible property

Amending the Building Property Tax Law and distinguishing between (1) 
the revenue derived from renting the property, which is annexed and 
subject to income tax, and (2) the current owed amount on rities
(municipalities, federations of municipalities, or district councils)

Adopting, at the state level, a general record of assets and rights, both 
locally and abroad, for anyone benefiting from economic rights that can 
be reviewed by the public and includes interests and rights, in order 
for it to be analyzed and to ensure proper conditions and qualifications 
and avoid conflicts of interest

Updating the inheritance transfer fee law so that the ownership of part 
of the assets is allowed to betransferred gradually and without charge 
to the legal heirs and beneficiaries without burdening them with
a fee, provided that those assets are invested in promising projects in 
Lebanon, which stimulates the creation of job opportunities for young 
people and allows them to stay in Lebanon and invest in it

Approving the comprehensive declaration of assets, revenues and funds 
locally and abroad

Approving the declaration of expenditures to track operations and 
analyze the situation of taxpayers, allowing the detection of fraudulent 
and/or concealed taxpayers

Imposing a vacancy tax on real estate and non-inhabited built sections, 
to alleviate the burden of speculation in the real estate market



Improving collection and combating tax and customs evasion through:

Establishing an agency to combat tax evasion

Circulating a unified tax number for all citizens and foreign residents on 
Lebanese soil, and documenting any relevant information with the central tax
authority for analysis, as well as establishing an electronic link between the 
Ministry of Finance and other relevant departments

Adopting the blockchain system and technology so that computers are linked 
with each other with a concurrent statistical base

Completing the procedures specified in the Budget Law No. 144 of 7/31/2019 
regarding field surveys conducted by municipalities with licensed commercial and 
industrial establishments within their scope, as well as informing the Ministry of 
Finance of the names of those who are registered with the Ministry of Finance 
and those who are not, in order to adopt a practical mechanism and offer 
financial incentives for municipalities (so that a percentage of the amount collected 
from law violators and/or evaders will be allocated to it) in addition to measures 
and procedures for punishing those who violate or fail to act within the law
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Implementing the law to support transparency in the petroleum sector - No. 84/2018

Ensuring the independence of the petroleum sector management body in Lebanon

Securing Lebanon's association with the Extractive Industries Transparency Innitiatives

Monitoring the sector's work in cooperation with civil society organizations

Establishing a Lebanese sovereign fund that guarantees the re-investment of the oil and gas 
sector revenues into the development sectors, in a transparent and fair manner

Encouraging the educational, vocational and technical sectors to adopt updated training
curricula and courses that take into account the needs of the labor market in the sector

Oil and Gas

Enhancing transparency in the oil and gas sector by:



Minteshreen for a 
Green Revolution

Launching an environmental legislative workshop by 
amending some of the laws in place, to develop them 
and propose new legislations aimed at:

Regulating the work of quarries by preventing the issuance 
of any new licenses and stopping those that are operating 
illegally, as well as limiting their work to the eastern mountain 
chain to reduce the environmental impact

The environment

Dismantling the monopoly of soil and cement companies 
by reducing customs duties on imported soil

Developing a decentralized national plan to address the 
waste crisis, with a package of incentives for local authorities 
that adopt environmentally friendly solutions, especially 
recycling from the source

Protecting sea water, rivers, springs and groundwater from 
waste and industrial sediments by a series of measures such as 
tightening control over factories

Addressing the problem of air pollution in compliance with 
international treaties signed by Lebanon, by tightening control 
over factories and their emissions, providing customs facilities for 
environmentally friendly cars, and establishing a comprehensive plan 
for public transport

Developing a comprehensive plan aimed at reforesting arid areas, 
especially lands affected by quarries

Putting an end to the misconduct in land and marine fishing

Establishing a mechanism to strictly control individual environmental 
violations, including waste dumping and logging
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Appointing members of the authority regulating the electricity 
sector in a manner that ensures its complete independence

Freezing all contracts that have not yet been signed or that have 
not received funding, to review and scrutinize all their provisions, 
especially operations and maintenance contracts with Electricite du Liban, 
as well as oil and gas contracts, fuel purchase contracts and wind and solar
energy projects contracts

Reviewing all existing and signed contracts, especially their financial
conditions and payment mechanisms, to eliminate all forms of corruption
and clientelism

Amending all fuel purchase mechanisms to ensure transparency

Cancelling the plan to build three gasification stations and adopting the
single plant approach

Rehabilitating the network to reduce technical waste

Adopting measures to stop non-technical waste, especially network infringements

Adopting progressive pricing for home consumption of electricity

Developing a comprehensive plan for mechanizing tax collection in the electricity 
sector and completing the installation of electronic meters

Rationalizing consumption through:

Reducing customs taxes on household and industrial appliances with limited energy
consumption

Adopting a progressive pricing scheme for times of peak consumption

Stimulating alternative energy projects (solar - hydroelectric - wind)

Adopting building standards that take into account the climate and geography 
(insulation - environmentally friendly buildings - etc.)

Rehabilitating thermal plants and establishing additional hybrid power plants

Replacing diesel with natural gas as fuel for operating the plants

Equipping plants with relevant technologies to reduce energy waste  (Enhanced Recovery Methods)

Developing energy-drawing networks with neighboring countries and working
to conclude agreements for this purpose

Creating individual power grids to boost the Feed In Tariff

Launching awareness and education campaigns to educate on the importance of 
alternative energy sources and monitoring consumption

Working to replace high-voltage lines that loom over residential areas by underground networks

Treating wastage in the two main channels that draw water from the Jeita and 
Qashqoush springs, and exploiting the large springs in Mount Lebanon to meet the 
needs of the Greater Beirut area

Terminating the policy of random dam construction projects

Developing a plan for underground wells and organizing extraction, as well as activating 
monitoring efforts, by exploiting the nature of the karstic soil, which allows water to seep 
into the ground

Rehabilitating the water distribution network and controlling any infringements on it

Collecting rain water and making exploiting it

Recharging the aquifer by constructing wells to inject the surplus water into the ground

Making urban land more permeable to water in order to recharge the underground water supply, 
by adopting pavers in roads and squares and increasing green spaces

Adopting electronic meters and progressive pricing to manage household water consumption

Ensuring that the sewage network reaches all homes in Lebanese regions and establishing or
reactivating treatment plants

Energy

Water
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Launching archaeological excavations on all Lebanese lands, and assigning the 

Antiquities Directorate to conduct a comprehensive survey to identify stolen 

and smuggled antiquities abroad and working to retrieve them

Assigning the Ministry of Culture to conduct a comprehensive urban planning 
study at the level of all governorates, to identify all heritage 
buildings with the aim of restoring and preserving them, as they form an 
important part of the Lebanese cultural heritage, and criminalize any
encroachment on them

Activating and encouraing local industries and crafts in rural villages

Allocating subsidized loans to stimulate the Lebanese cultural industry, 
especially the publishing, cinema, music, fashion, jewelry and plastic arts 
sectors

Establish an electronic public library that contains all Lebanese scientific, 
literary and artistic publications and research, and provides students in 
particular with access to global academic data and research platforms

Promoting rural, ecological and religious tourism in Lebanon for the economic 
and social development of rural areas.

Protection of Culture and Heritage
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Minteshreen for Balanced 
International Relations under 
a Sovereign Framework

The weakness and absence of the state and its inability to 
protect Lebanese citizens, especially in the aftermath of the civil 
war, has led to the emergence of many armed groups that took 
upon themselves the tasks of deterring external aggressions and 
resisting occupying forces. This resulted in replacing the 
concept of national defense, which the state monopolizes with 
its armed forces, with the concept of popular resistance, which 
is based on ideological criteria (left, right) and/or sectarian ones 
(Christian resistance, Islamic resistance). This means that 
Lebanon's defense ability is intrinsically linked to a specific sect 
or political group, which renders the country vulnerable to 
targeting in the wake of any political clash between sects,
parties, or their regional and international sponsors.

Limiting the decision of war and peace to the political authority 
represented by the Lebanese government, and assigning it to 
define the rules of engagement that the armed forces must 
abide by

Ensuring the transfer of the necessary human and material 
resources from fighters, weapons and equipment to the 
Lebanese military and security institutions, in a manner that 
does not expose these resources to any danger, and guarantees 
the independence of the military and security institutions, as 
well as the continuity of their subordination to political authority

Securing a defense budget and a diplomatic umbrella to allow 
the Lebanese army to supply qualitative weapons, especially 
advanced air defense systems capable of protecting the 
Lebanese airspace

Ensuring the right of the Lebanese state to deter any external 
aggression, especially the attacks of the Israeli enemy on land, in 
the sea, in the air, and against all of Lebanon's interests at home
and abroad

Fully demarcating the land and sea borders with Syria in the 
east and north - including the Shebaa Farms and Kfarshouba 
hills - and with the concerned authorities at the borders with
occupied Palestine, in a manner that fully guarantees 
geographical, historical and economic rights

Faced with this reality, which we are currently experiencing with 
regard to Himperative to adopt a comprehensive defense 
strategy, not only military, but also economic, social and 
diplomatic. It is also important that this defense strategy has 
the support of the widest segment of the Lebanese people, and 
returns the task of defending Lebanon to the military and 
security institutions, noting the following:

Defense Strategy
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The state of fragmentation and division that has always 
dominated the political powers in Lebanon has turned them 
and their parties into mere tools in the game of nations. 
Lebanon became hostage of regional and international 
conflicts, which lead to its stability being closely linked to 
geopolitical fluctuations and conflicts of axes. And thus, the 
country became trapped in an eternal cycle of imported 
conflicts and circumstantial settlements between parties, all 
of whom are pawned to foreign powers, all of whom have 
destroyed, killed and accumulated wealth in war and peace 
at the expense of the Lebanese people. We at Minteshreen 
consider that the only gateway to Lebanon's political and 
security stability is, firstly, the establishment of an actual civil 
state that abolishes the agency of sects over citizens and ends 
their hegemony on people, along with putting an end to the 
foreign domination of Lebanese political life. Secondly, we must 
adopt the principle of neutrality and non-alignment with any 
state, party, or axis within the regional and international 
conflicts, while preserving the right to confront any external 
aggression within a defense strategy. As for economic and 
cultural progress, the Lebanese foreign policy must harness all 
its energies to exploit Lebanon's strategic position, to open up 
to the west and east, and to establish a new position for it on 
the international arena as a center of convergence, not conflicts.

International Relations

Israel is an entity that was established on the land of the 
occupied state of Palestine, and that has followed an 
expansionist military strategy, occupying Lebanese lands, 
committing brutal massacres against Lebanese men and 
women, and pursuing a policy based on the permanent and 
continuous encroachment on Lebanon's sovereignty by land, 
sea and air. We at Minteshreen consider that the hostility with 
Israel is not only circumstantial; that is, it s not only related to 
the history and current state of the conflict, but also based on 
our principles, coming from a humanitarian perspective. In our 
view, the Israeli entity is a racist and sectarian entity based
on extremist and exclusionary ideas, that does not recognize the 
right of return of Palestinians in Lebanon and the diaspora to 
their lands, and adopts the policy of apartheid between Arabs 
and Jews to secure its durability, which makes it fundamentally 
inconsistent with the concept of a just civil state such as the one 
we seek to build. In view of the above, we consider that any 
solution to the conflict with the Israeli entity can only be based 
on the Arab peace initiative launched from Beirut, which is 
based on the right of the Palestinians to an independent state 
that secures their basic rights and preserves the right of return, 
and stipulates that Israel withdraw from all occupied Arab lands
that were occupied after the Naksa. This includes the Shebaa 
Farms, the Kfarshouba hills, and the Ghajar village, in 
accordance with the international resolutions issued by the 
United Nations.

Hostility with the Israeli entity

Politically, the relationship between Syria and Lebanon has 
never been a relationship of mutual respect between two 
independent states, despite their strong historical ties and their 
economic, social and familial relations that transcend the 
boundaries of geography and politics. Therefore, we consider 
that the beginning of any healthy relationship with Syria must 
be based on respect for mutual sovereignty. Progress begins 
with the abolition of the Syrian-Lebanese Supreme Council, the 
control of common borders, the closure of all illegal crossings, 
and the disclosure of the fate of the missing Lebanese in Syrian 
prisons. Economically, and in view of the civil war that
ravaged Syria, as well as the economic and political crisis that 
Lebanon is going through currently, it is imperative to establish 
advanced economic relations that pave the way for the 
reconstruction of Syria and Lebanon's economies, within the 
framework of an integrative methodology based on common 
interests and respect for mutual sovereignty between the two 
countries.
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Building the plan on the principle of the right of return for 
Palestinian refugees and the right to the safe and voluntary 
return of Syrian refugees, and considering these rights as an 
inevitable and final goal of the plan

Granting refugees their social and economic rights, and safeguarding 
their right to a decent life until their return to their country

Preventing and criminalizing racist measures taken by local 
administrations, including municipalities and others, against refugees, 
such as measures to prevent movement and limit freedoms

Benefiting from foreign workers in an integrated manner with the 
Lebanese workforce, and identifying the local economic sectors 
that deserve protection

Developing a plan with a specific timetable to secure the safe and 
voluntary return of the largest number of displaced Syrians and 
refugees to safe areas in Syria

Harnessing all of Lebanon's energies and diplomatic relations to 
enshrine the right of return of Palestinian refugees to their 
occupied lands

The issue of asylum is a humanitarian issue. A refugee is a 
person who forcibly left their country and cannot return to it 
for fear of persecution because of religion, nationality, or 
political opinion or affiliation, and therefore, a refugee is a 
victim. We at Minteshreen, from a humanitarian standpoint, 
can only stand by the victims of wars and conflicts, within the 
economic capabilities of our country, and in a manner that takes 
into account the concerns of the Lebanese society about any 
demographic changes that may occur in the country's 
population, especially after the number of Syrian refugees
increased dramatically after the outbreak of the Syrian war.

Any solution to the refugee issue in Lebanon can only be 
achieved through a national plan, with the participation of the 
public sector in organization and implementation, as well as that 
of civil society organizations in Lebanon and international 
organizations, noting the following:

Minteshreen to Solve 
the Refugee Crisis
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Appointing members of the authority regulating the electricity 
sector in a manner that ensures its complete independence

Freezing all contracts that have not yet been signed or that have 
not received funding, to review and scrutinize all their provisions, 
especially operations and maintenance contracts with Electricite du Liban, 
as well as oil and gas contracts, fuel purchase contracts and wind and solar
energy projects contracts

Reviewing all existing and signed contracts, especially their financial
conditions and payment mechanisms, to eliminate all forms of corruption
and clientelism

Amending all fuel purchase mechanisms to ensure transparency

Cancelling the plan to build three gasification stations and adopting the
single plant approach

Rehabilitating the network to reduce technical waste

Adopting measures to stop non-technical waste, especially network infringements

Adopting progressive pricing for home consumption of electricity

Developing a comprehensive plan for mechanizing tax collection in the electricity 
sector and completing the installation of electronic meters

Rationalizing consumption through:

Reducing customs taxes on household and industrial appliances with limited energy
consumption

Adopting a progressive pricing scheme for times of peak consumption

Stimulating alternative energy projects (solar - hydroelectric - wind)

Adopting building standards that take into account the climate and geography 
(insulation - environmentally friendly buildings - etc.)

Rehabilitating thermal plants and establishing additional hybrid power plants

Replacing diesel with natural gas as fuel for operating the plants

Equipping plants with relevant technologies to reduce energy waste  (Enhanced Recovery Methods)

Developing energy-drawing networks with neighboring countries and working
to conclude agreements for this purpose

Creating individual power grids to boost the Feed In Tariff

Launching awareness and education campaigns to educate on the importance of 
alternative energy sources and monitoring consumption

Working to replace high-voltage lines that loom over residential areas by underground networks

Treating wastage in the two main channels that draw water from the Jeita and 
Qashqoush springs, and exploiting the large springs in Mount Lebanon to meet the 
needs of the Greater Beirut area

Terminating the policy of random dam construction projects

Developing a plan for underground wells and organizing extraction, as well as activating 
monitoring efforts, by exploiting the nature of the karstic soil, which allows water to seep 
into the ground

Rehabilitating the water distribution network and controlling any infringements on it

Collecting rain water and making exploiting it

Recharging the aquifer by constructing wells to inject the surplus water into the ground

Making urban land more permeable to water in order to recharge the underground water supply, 
by adopting pavers in roads and squares and increasing green spaces

Adopting electronic meters and progressive pricing to manage household water consumption

Ensuring that the sewage network reaches all homes in Lebanese regions and establishing or
reactivating treatment plants
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Expatriates have played a key role in securing the continuity 
of the Lebanese entity since its inception, despite many 
antagonisms such as their exclusion from political, economic 
and social decisions, depriving them of their deposits and 
stealing their life s work after the economic collapse in the year 
2019. On October 17, expatriates were in the forefront of the 
protest movements abroad, and provided support for reformist 
groups on the ground in Lebanon. They have always considered 
that their alienation and displacement was a result of the 
economic, political and security reality that the country 
experienced, due to the composition of its sectarian system and 
the choices of the corrupt political class. Lebanon s relationship 
with its expatriates must change through a systematic plan that 
includes the following:

The right to effectively represent expatriates in Lebanese political life

Facilitating and mechanizing the expatriate voting process in a way that 
guarantees their right to vote and the integrity of the elections

Ensuring the independence of embassies and consulates and that they are not 
aligned or affiliated with any political party

Encouraging expatriates to support the interests of Lebanon by establishing a 
public affairs committee in each of the countries with a significant Lebanese 
diaspora, to serve as pressure groups whose tasks are to support policies that are 
beneficial to Lebanon

Stimulating and protecting expatriate investments in productive projects across 
various sectors, with the aim of ensuring their participation in developing the 
structure of the Lebanese economy

Creating an electronic directory to facilitate communication between Lebanese 
merchants, industrialists and farmers with expatriates working in similar sectors 
abroad

Establishing educational exchange programs in secondary and higher education 
institutions between resident students and expatriate students, with the aim of 
strengthening the Lebanese identity and developing students' experiences

Minteshreen for the 
Lebanese Diaspora
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